
AAA  When  Worlds  Collide  –
Rey, Eddie, Konnan in 1994
When Worlds Collide
Date: November 6, 1994
Location:  Los  Angeles  Memorial  Sports  Arena,  Los  Angeles,
California
Attendance: 13,500
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Chris Cruise

This is another one of those shows that is the holy grail of
stuff I’ve wanted to see for years. This was a co-promoted
show by WCW and AAA (Mexican company) when the company first
started.  It  has  five  matches  on  the  card  and  based  on
Meltzer’s ratings, the worst is three and a half stars. There
are a lot of names you’ll recognize and a few you won’t. This
is something I’ve wanted to review for a long time so let’s
get to it.

This is Tenay’s commentary debut.

Mascarita Sagrada/Octagancito vs. Jerrito Estrada/Espectrito

This is a minis match. Sagrada was Max Mini in WWF around
1997. These guys are all mini versions of full sized guys.
This isn’t a comedy act in Mexico and is really a big deal so
this  will  be  treated  seriously.  Espectrito  is  the  Minis
Champion.  There  are  two  referees  here  and  even  they  have
backstories. Octagoncito and Espectrito start us off. Off to
Estrada who is a giant mini at 5 feet tall.

Sagrada comes in and flies all over the place. Sagrada is a
very tiny man so the heels who are much bigger toss him around
with ease. You can come in if your partner is thrown to the
floor here. It’s kind of hard to keep track of who is legal
here.  The  heels  go  after  Octagancito’s  mask  which  is  an
automatic DQ if it comes off. This is IWC (another Mexican
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company) combining with AAA so it’s technically a tri-branded
show.

Espectrito hits a superkick to put Octagancito to the floor,
which allows Sagrada to come in. This tagging style is taking
some getting used to but it’s customary there so it’s fine.
Estrada misses a corner dropkick and then a second one to
Octagancito. You have a 20 count on the floor also. The heels
double team Sagrada until he fights off with a bunch of flips
that Sin Cara would be jealous of. Everything breaks down and
here come the dives. Estrada slams Sagrada on the floor but
Octagancito takes over on Estrada. A moonsault press from
Sagrada ends him back in the ring.

Rating: C+. It was entertaining, but I think the minis thing
is something that doesn’t translate well from one culture to
another. It wasn’t bad but the ton of arm drags got pretty old
quickly. This is fun in moderation but a full match like this
gets  a  little  dull.  Still  though,  fun  match  and  a  nice
cultural thing which fits into the worlds colliding theme.

Madonna’s Boyfriend/Fuerza Guerrera/Psicosis vs. Rey Mysterio
Jr./Heavy Metal/Latin Lover

Madonna’s Boyfriend is Louis Spicolli. You know Psicosis and
Rey. Latin Lover is a guy that was in WWF for like one match
and was a big deal in AAA for awhile. You have to pin either
the captain (Guerrera and Metal respectively) or both of their
partners. So it’s kind of like an elimination match, but if
you pin the right guy you win automatically. It’s kind of
weird but again it’s a cultural thing.

Big brawl to start and now it’s time for the explanation of
technicos and rudos. HUGE pop for the 19 year old Rey. Fuerza
vs. Metal to start us off in a captains match. Off to Psicosis
and Rey who are called potential superstars by Cruise. Well
he’s half right. Rey sends Psicosis to the floor via a slick
rana but Psicosis shows some common sense and RUNS from the



ring as Rey sets for a dive.

Off to Spicolli who is way bigger than almost anyone else in
this. Louis puts him on the top and pats the head. Then he
does it again so Rey snaps off a missile dropkick which is no
sold. Off to Latin Lover who used to be a male stripper
according  to  Tenay.  Cruise:  “How  did  you  find  that  out?”
Spicolli likes to dance a lot.

Heavy Metal clears the ring and we’re told he’s the son of the
referee.  Things  speed  way  up  and  Metal  puts  on  a  nice
acrobatics display with Psicosis. Off to Guerrerra vs. Rey.
The fans are into this a lot more when Rey is there. There’s
another rana, this time off the apron to the floor. Psicosis
tries to ram into Latin Lover and it fails a lot. Off to Metal
vs. Guerrera and we get a low blow by Guerrera I think.

Off to Spicolli and the tagging thing is still hard to get
used to. Rey gets tossed into the crowd as the heels take
over. The most famous guys are in again and they hit the air
quickly. Back to Lover vs. Spicolli and make that vs. Guerrera
instead. Lover is very popular here and his superkicks get
good reactions. Love misses a top rope splash and Guerrera
hooks a very modified Sharpshooter.

That lasts all of five seconds and they slug it out a bit.
Metal does a sweet backflip off the top and things break down
again. This match needs to end now. Rey speeds things way up
and hits a SCARY swanton headbutt (only way to describe it) to
the floor onto Spicolli. Guerrera hooks a neck hold on Metal
after he missed a swanton for the tap out. And yes he actually
tapped.

Rating: C. Meltzer overrating stuff that isn’t American? Say
it isn’t so! Yeah this got four stars from him and it’s just
not that good. It’s too long and while it was cool to see Rey
with intact knees, there wasn’t much here for the most part.
It was sloppy at times and the constant brawls were a bit much



to take.

Tito  Santana/Pegasus  Kid/2  Cold  Scorpio  vs.  La  Parka/Blue
Panther/Jerry Estrada

This is IWC vs. AAA. Pegasus Kid you know as Chris Benoit and
yes that’s the same Tito Santana you’re familiar with. Estrada
is a brawler, Panther is a masked guy and captain and La Parka
is La Parka. Scorpio is starting us off but Estrada and Parka
fight over who starts. Instead it’s Panther who takes Scorpio
to the mat to a HUGE pop. I’m a big Scorpio and Santana fan so
I think you know which team I like here.

Off to Benoit vs. Parka. The Parka team is WAY more popular as
they’re technically the hometown team. Santana comes in but
Estrada and Parka fight over who gets to face Santana. Tito in
black trunks is an odd sight to see. Also this is just Tito,
not El Matador. Mike says Tito is clearly the weak link on his
team. That’s not exactly what I’d say but he’s the Professor.

Parka won’t tag in, ticking Estrada off even more. Benoit and
Panther come in to speed things way up and Benoit hits a huge
suicide dive to the floor. Benoit is the captain of his team
so if he loses it’s over. Scorpio and Parka come in and try to
out overdo it. They slug it out but neither guy can take over.
Parka fakes taking a low blow and both guys hit the floor.
That allows Estrada vs. Santana to come in. Remember that’s
legal here.

Estrada is sent to the floor and it’s off to Benoit vs.
Panther again. They’re both in blue so that works out well.
Benoit hooks the snap suplex but an elbow misses. Parka is
tagged in and he walks along the apron for a bit first. The
Canadian hits a German on the Mexican and it’s back to Panther
again,  this  time  against  2  Cold.  They  look  like  their
chemistry  is  way  off  at  times  in  this.

A powerbomb puts Parka down but Estrada comes in, breaks it
up, kicks Parka a bit for good measure and now the heels can’t



figure out who to get in. Ok so now it’s Tito vs. Panther.
Benoit comes in but misses the swan dive. Scorpio misses his
huge moonsault as well. I get why Panther is a champion. La
Parka and Estrada fight over who gets to cover Scorpio so it’s
back to Panther again.

Parka sends Santana to the floor and sets to dive but hits
Estrada of course. Scorpio hits a big dive to take everyone
out. Panther misses a moonsault so Benoit hits a Matt Hardy
legdrop for two. Panther tries a powerbomb on Chris but Benoit
rolls through into a rana for the pin and ZERO reaction, which
also might be a cultural thing.

Rating: C. I liked it a little better than the previous one
but  it’s  no  classic  or  anything.  The  idea  here  was  two
different styles and in that theory it worked. At the same
time though, the tagging thing isn’t something I can get used
to inside of an hour, which is how long this has been going
on. It was fine but it’s something I think I’d like a lot more
if I watched lucha libre more often.

Estrada and Parka almost get into a fight post match but
Panther tries to break it up. Finally he’s like screw it and
they fight for like a second before Estrada leaves.

Los Gringos Locos vs. Octagon/El Hijo Del Santo

Oh here it is. THIS is the reason this show is famous and it’s
one of the best matches of the 90s according to almost every
reviewer. There is all kinds of backstory here. First of all:
Los Gringos Locos are Eddie Guerrero and Love Machine Art Barr
(just called Love Machine) and they are HATED. Barr makes
swimming motions at the crowd as they come in, which is about
as racist as you can get.

Both of them (plus their lackey Louis Spicolli) are in clothes
so American flagged themed that Jack Swagger and Kurt Angle
and the Patriot would tell them to tone it down. There are
others in the stable with them including non-Americans like



Konnan but you get the idea. The story here is that Eddie was
in a team with El Hijo Del Santo but turned on him. This was
due to their fathers being a big team (Gory Guerrero and El
Santo, El Santo being the undisputed biggest name ever in
Mexican wrestling) and Gory being overshaddowed. The idea was
Eddie wouldn’t let it happen so he beat up El Hijo to take
fame for himself.

On top of that, Los Gringos beat Octagon/El Hijo Del Santo for
the AAA tag titles in Chicago a few months before this with
the help of a fast count from a paid off referee. This is a
mask vs. hair match though, which is the mother of all gimmick
matches in Mexico and it’s also 2/3 falls. However since this
is Mexico, for a fall to count, both members of a team have to
be defeated. I’ll try to keep track of that as we go.

Got all that? Good.

Eddie vs. Santo (his name is El Hijo Del Santo and Santo is a
different wrestler, but for the sake of not having to type
that every time I’ll be calling him Santo. I’m aware of the
difference) starts us off and the fans couldn’t be more behind
the masked team. There’s only one referee in here and if you
go to the floor it doesn’t mean the other guy can come in so
it’s a more traditional tag match.

Off to Barr and Octagon but Eddie cheats like only he can.
They  set  for  a  Doomsday  Rana  but  Eddie  botches  slightly,
basically dropping Santo on his head. Since he’s practically
dead, that’s good for the first pin. Remember that doesn’t
count  as  a  fall  though,  but  rather  just  half  a  fall.  A
superplex by Eddie and a frog splash by Barr (he invented it,
Eddie copied it) ends Octagon so we’re at 1-0 Gringos very
early.

Barr does the swimming thing again during the break between
falls. Eddie starts with Santo again and Santo is in trouble.
Off to Octagon and he’s an idiot apparently as Eddie begs off



and Octagon lets him have a break. Off to Barr who likes to do
jumping jacks. Eddie comes back in via a slingshot hilo and
Santo is like screw this and pounds on Eddie a bit. Barr takes
a senton backsplash and everything breaks down.

Out to the floor and the Mexicans dive onto Los Gringos in a
huge crash. Back to Eddie vs. Santo in the ring which is what
the original match was going to be. Eddie snaps off a rana off
the top and gets a quick pin on Santo but we’re not done yet.
Santo can’t interfere here either. The Gringos double team
Octagon but he escapes, hooking a rana on Eddie for a quick
pin and then a freaky looking neck lock on Barr for the tap
and a POP.

Now we get down to the real stuff as those first ten minutes
were just a warmup. Back to Eddie vs. Santo to get us started
as Barr chants for Proposition 187, which would be a very
tough anti-immigration law up for a vote in California. See
why  he’s  so  hated?  Santo  hooks  a  camel  clutch  but  Barr
superkicks him in the head to take over. Octagon comes in to
break up a submission hold but stops to kick Barr a little
while he’s in there.

Octagon kicks away even more but Eddie saves and tries the
Gory Stretch. Eddie goes up but gets caught in an electric
chair drop for two. Now Los Gringos try the double suicide
dives but Eddie’s foot gets caught on the middle rope so he
lands on his head. They head back to the ring where Eddie gets
powerbombed to the floor. Barr tombstones Octagon (HUGE thing
as that move paralyzed a guy shortly before this) and gets the
pin  to  put  them  a  fall  away  from  winning.  The  crowd  is
reaching ONS 06 levels of hate now.

Eddie  grabs  a  German  on  Santo  for  two  and  there’s  the
PowerPlex again but it only gets two here, drawing an ERUPTION
from the crowd. Octagon is being stretchered out and it’s heel
miscommunication time. Santo dives onto Eddie and Blue Panther
(Santo/Octagon’s second) piledrives Barr to make it 1-1. So in



essence it’s Guerrero vs. Santo now and Eddie hits a Batista
Bomb for two. A belly to belly superplex gets two for Eddie as
does a rana off the top. Dragon suplex gets two as Barr is
waking up again. Santo grabs a rollup out of nowhere and keeps
the masks as he gets the pin.

Rating: A-. I don’t know if it’s the lack of context but I
didn’t see this as being the perfect match that it’s built up
as. Then again I almost always rate tag matches lower than
most people do so that probably has something to do with it.
That being said though the crowd was electric for this and the
whole thing worked very well. Great match and worth seeing for
history if nothing else.

Octagon is taken into an ambulance. Barr cuts Eddie’s hair and
cries over having to do it. Barr gets his cut now and looks
like he’s about to cry.

Barr would be dead in 17 days. He had a ton of potential too.

We recap the card while the cage is lowered.

Perro Aguayo vs. Konnan

Aguayo is an old guy (49) who was betrayed by the young guy.
Aquayo took Konnan’s mask while Konnan took Aguayo’s hair.
This is the rubber match and it’s inside a cage, escape only
to win. Konnan was the most popular guy in Mexico but turned
heel in a huge deal and drew huge money. The previous two
matches were three years ago it seems and then they were a tag
team. Konnan turned heel and here we are.

Konnan, a pure power guy, throws Aguayo around to start. Perro
fires off some kicks to get going and pounds away in the
corner.  He  goes  up  but  comes  crashing  back  down  via  an
electric chair drop. Konnan takes over with a pair of hot
shots into the cage. The fans are totally behind Aguayo who is
busted. Perro takes over again and keeps going for covers for
no apparent reason.



They fight up to the corner and slug it out with Aguayo
sending him down. We hear about the three way feud with Perro,
Konnan and Cien Caras which kickstarted the AAA promotion.
Aguayo takes over but is pouring blood. He really likes that
double stomp move. Konnan fires off a low blow and takes over.
We get an inset shot of Eddie (mostly bald) and Spicolli
watching this on a monitor. Perro is in control so here they
come.

Aguayo hits about the third double stomp of the match so far.
Now he’s climbing but Konnan makes a stop. Here are Eddie and
Louis with a cup of something that they throw in the face of
Aguayo. They throw Konnan some brass knuckles and Konnan hits
the PowerDrop (Razor’s Edge into a sitout powerbomb) to kill
Perro dead. The knuckles are thrown out but it’s not like
keeping them secret means anything.

Konnan kicks him down again but Perro fires off some right
hands to take over for about 3 seconds. Here are the knuckles
again and Guerrero is trying to get in. Konnan hits a low blow
and throws the knuckles out again. Konnan goes up and here are
Los Dynamite Brothers (Cien Caras and his brothers) for the
save. They chase off Eddie and Spicolli and Caras knock Konnan
down off the top of the cage. The 5th double stomp is enough
for Perro to escape and win the match.

Rating: B-. Fun enough cage match here to close things out.
The run-ins at the end make sense and Perro winning when we
got things down to one on one was a nice touch. You can’t
really fault the ending for being Aguayo standing up to win
everything and stop the young guy, especially since he’s the
big legend face. This was fine.

There’s a LONG celebration (as in like 7 minutes) to end the
show. Konnan goes after an overzealous fan post match as well.

Overall Rating: B+. It’s not a classic show or anything but
it’s a fun show to watch. It’s a little over two hours and it



works rather well. Seeing the legends before they were legends
is a cool idea and I can see why this show is so revered. It’s
good stuff and if you can find it (good luck) it’s worth
checking out. Almost all of the good guys won which is the
idea of a big show. This worked and I liked it. Good stuff.

 

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall


